A.1 Proposal Title
Piton de la Fournaise Volcano Supersite
A.2 Supersite Point‐of-Contact (PoC)
Nicolas Villeneuve
Scientific in Charge
Volcanology & Remote sensing
Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris
Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise
14 RN3 Km27
97418 La plaine des Cafres
Tél.: +262 (0) 262 27 57 95
GSM : Tél.: +262 (0) 692 69 24 17
Fax : +262 (0) 02 62 59 12 04
E-mail : villeneuve@ipgp.fr
A.3 Core Supersite Team and organization
Remote sensing
Nicolas Villeneuve (IPGP - Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise) Has
over 15 years of experience with volcanology on Piton de la Fournaise. He is currently
located on‐site in La Réunion and works on remote sensing applied on volcanoes (lava
flow and degassing balance. Analyse of deformations using InSAR processing.
Geodesy
Aline Peltier (IPGP - Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise). The main
goal of her research is the study of fluid circulations (magma, hydrothermal fluids) in
volcanic area from geophysics data. Her research focuses on three topics : (1) follow up
and modelling of magma storages and transfers from ground deformation data ; (2) follow
up and characterisation of hydrothermal circulations in volcanic area from geophysical
data ; (3) study of the interplay between hydrothermal systems and volcano activity.
Thomas Staudacher (IPGP - Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise). He
has long the scientific in charge of OVPF during 15 years and he still works there. He is
responsible of the densification of the GPS monitoring network. He is also responsible of
the installation of GPS / GNSS permanent station on the volcano.
François Beauducel (IPGP) is working since 20 years about real time observations and
dynamic modelling in order to interpret ground deformation monitored in field and then
understand edifice structures and eruptive process dynamics. Its methodological and
thematic skills are very important for the project. It will also be very active in the borehole
inclinometer analyse.
Seismicity
Valerie Ferrazzini (IPGP - Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise) :
Observatory): Has 20 years of experience with Piton de la Fournaise seismicity.

Geneviève Roult (IPGP) is working for a long time with observatories teams. She has a
great knowledge of the Piton de la Fournaise. She has written an article in 2013 that is
already a reference on the classification of the activity during the recent activity.
Nikolai Shapiro ( IPGP) is the scientific in charge of observatories at IPGP. He is also the
scientist in charge of the data centre. In this way he is very aware with opportunities of the
Supersite project.
Geochemistry and degassing processes applied to volcanology
Andréa Di Muro (IPGP Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise) :
Observatory): Has over 15 years of experience with volcanology and Geochemistry on
several volcanoes all over the world. He is currently located on‐site in La Réunion and can
provide degassing balance during the quiescence phases and associate to seismic and
deformation crisis.
Patrick Allard (IPGP) is specialist in studying volcanic fluids and magma degassing
processes. He knows very well Piton de la Fournaise Volcano where he use to come in
mission to work with the OVPF team on degassing monitoring.
Nicole Métrich (IPGP) has published her first paper based on Piton de la Fournaise
sample analyse in 1999. She is specialist on Melt intrusions, Magma Volatiles and
degassing processes and geochemistry.
Thermal modellisation
Fabrice Fontaine (IPGP Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise) He is
located at the OVPF where he transferred his skills in thermal modelling, gained in the
marine Geosciences lab in IPGP, in the field of operational volcanology.
A.4 Other Supersite Research Teams
- The "Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans (LMV)" is one of the laboratories of the
Observatoire de Physique du Globe de Clermont Ferrand. The main scientific theme of the
LMV is the study of all magmatic and volcanic processes, from melting in the earth's
mantle to the eruption of magma at the surface. Then LMV is an important partner for the
IPGP and therefore for OVPF. The Observation Service, OI², is for Supersite project an
ideal operating environment for processing ground deformations analyses based on
InSAR processes. OI² is a recognised component of the National Service for
Volcanological Observations. The mission of OI² is the regular monitoring of ground
movements brought about by the volcanic activity of Piton de la Fournaise volcano,
Reunion Island, using InSAR data.
Jean Luc Froger (LMV) is the scientific in charge of OI². He is Principal Investigator for
several InSAR projects proposed since 2002 to ESA, ISA, MDA, DLR and JAXA.
Valérie Cayol (LMV) is specialist of ground deformation modelling.
Jean Battaglia (LMV) is seismologist. He knows very well the activity of the Piton de la
Fournaise where he worked for nearly 20 years.
- La Reunion University is a natural research partner OVPF and especially the
«Laboratoire GéoSciences». Since 2005, this laboratory is part of the Research Unit 7154

in which IPGP is the main leader. Research projects conducted jointly are naturally
focussed on the same object, mutual or complementary skills, means and methods of
measurement and pooled analyses and co-supervision of students trained in local,
regional and international networks.
Laurent Michon is the scientific in charge of the LGSR. His researches topics are mainly
focussed about volcanic structures.
Anthony Finizola is the geophysicist of the LGSR. For 15 years he has developed his skills
in geophysics applied to French, Italians, Colombians, on the Vanuatu ... volcanoes.
Frabrice Fontaine is seismologist in the LGSR. His implication in the Supersite project
could be in his currently researches applied on analyse of the dynamism of eruptions
using broad-band seismic station.
- Isterre (Institut des Sciences de la Terre) is a french research unit composed by two
important laboratories LGCA and LGIT that study the Earth with the various and
complementary approaches of geology, chemistry or physics. For the Supersite project,
Florent Brenguier and Jean Luc Got are our principal partners.
Several other research groups have expressed interest to work on Piton de la Fournaise.
This includes Dr. Eugenio Sansosti from IREA, Naples, Dr. Mike Poland, USGS, and Dr.
Thomas Walter, Geoforschungszentrum Potsdam, and Profs. Yosuke Aoki, University of
Tokyo, Falk Amelung, University of Miami, and Valerio Acocella, Università Roma Tre. We
hope that the in-situ and space data from the Supersites will lead to a the development of
an international community conducting comparative research at Piton de la Fournaise and
basaltic volcanoes elsewhere in the world.
A.5 Supersite description and justification
La Réunion Island is the most recent manifestation of the mantle plume that generated the
Deccan Traps at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. It represents the subaerial part of a 7
km high oceanic shield volcano with a diameter of 220 – 240 km and is composed by two
adjacent volcanic edifices: Piton de Neiges (with most recent known eruption 24 ky ago)
and Piton de la Fournaise that is the present-day active volcano at La Réunion. Recently,
Piton de a Fournaise has been very active with more than 30 eruptions since 1998 and
different types of events that caused large deformation of the edifice: summit and flank
dyke injections, sills, flank destabilisation, and caldera collapse. Historical events also
include phreatomagmatic explosions and eccentric eruptions of primitive basalts along
volcanic rifts. The eruptive activity of this volcano thus constitutes an important hazard to
the growing population of La Réunion island (~850.000 people with one third living in the
vicinity of the volcano).
After the April 1977 eruption (responsible for the destruction of 33 houses and 290
hectares of agricultural land) the decision of the implementation of the Observatoire
Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise was taken. Late in 1979, under the joint
leadership of the Prefecture de La Réunion, the Département de La Réunion and the
CNRS, the observatory is finally operational. Its administrative, technical and scientific
management are entrusted to the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris already in charge
of volcano and seismological observatories of La Martinique and La Guadeloupe.

The main mission of the OVPF, under the responsibility of the IPGP, is the operational realtime monitoring of the volcano and seismic activity on La Reunion and naturally integrating
tracking eruptions and lava flows on Piton de la Fournaise and seismic activity for whole
island. IPGP has been mandated to monitor French volcanoes. Thanks to the knowledge
and expertise of researchers of IPGP / OVPF and its partners, today we play an important
role in building documents prepared by the French state about volcanic risk assessment at
La Réunion.
Today, OVPF’s Geochemical and Geophysical network is installed on the entire island but
with 90% of the instruments focussed on the Piton de la Fournaise. It is composed by 41
seismic stations, 26 permanent GNNS receivers, 10 tilt-meters (including 3 borehole), 3
extensometers, 3 DOAS stations, 3 rain-gauges and 8 cameras (including a thermal
imaging camera).
The continuous and near realtime data from the Observatory are integrated to IPGP Data
Center :
•
Continuous Seismological Data (Broadband and Short Period)
•
Continuous Volcanological Data: tilt meters, Creep meters, Temperature, Pressure,
Weather, Tide Gauges, etc.
•
Continuous Near/Real time raw data
•
Continuous GPS Data
•
Event Catalog and related Data
The policy of IPGP is to open its observatories databases. However, this policy requires
significant support in term of human resources. Today, considering the volume of data to
be processed, whether archive or real time acquisition, the data center is not automatically
updated for all networks. However, the purpose of this data center is to forward data online
in real time.
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Relevant websites:
http://centrededonnees.ipgp.fr/ - describes all the available data and needle to volobsis
http://volobsis.ipgp.fr/ - GPS and seismic online catalog.
http://www.resif.fr
http://www.novac-project.eu/partners.htm -This project is to establish a network for measurements

of the emissions of gases

(*) This information will be used for a global inventory of in-situ data assets
(**) for an example of a potential global facility see (http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/
reports/annual/gsac/ROSES-GSAC-review-yr1.pdf)
Continuous gas monitoring is also in development. All this makes the Piton de la
Fournaise a good candidate for a Supersite. For this reason, it has been selected as one
of test sites in the EU Supersite project MED-SUV.
Map generated on VOLOBSIS that located GPS and seismic station available.
A.6 Current or future use of requested data
The most critical data needed for the Piton de la Fournaise Supersite are SAR imagery.
The collaboration with OI2 program (LMV partner) is a guarantee of quality InSAR
processeing and also a garantee of a good management of the database. Today the
CASOAR based on interferometric data base (https://wwwobs.univ-bpclermont.fr/casoar/
index_liste.php) is one of the most complete concerning volcanoes. OI2 today is already
linked to ASI (for Cosmo‐SkyMed SAR imagery) and DLR (TerraSAR‐X SAR imagery).
However, the Supersite would increase images quotas including also RADARSAT-2 (from
MDA). It is also a way to acquire ASAR (from ESA), JERS and ALOS (from JAXA) and
RADARSAT1 (form MDA). Finally, future SAR mission such as Sentinel (CNES) will
complete the number of sensors on space platforms. Considering the low frequency of
return on area of RADAR satellites, it is necessary mix SAR bands for best tracking
deformation using InSAR.
A.7 Schedule
- Piton de la Fournaise proposal deposit : October 2013

- Answer form experts : ?
- Beginning of acquisitions : early 2014
- Trans-disciplinary analyses (using our ground networks) : early 2014
A.8 Detailed geographic region of interest

Piton de la Fournaise Supersite covers all the edifice that corresponds to one third of the
total area of the island. Of course, the most important part in surveillance by InSAR is the
set of Piton de la Fournaise volcano whose summit is located by 21°14'37.99"S of latitude
and 55°42'51.52"E of longitude. However it is important to note that the eastern slopes of
the Piton de la Fournaise have show a slow slide eastward since 2007. Moreover, during
the eruption of 2007 this shift was more important when the intrusion of magma. It is
therefore essential to be able to cover the east coast line of volcano. Therefore the right
edge of the RADAR image must on east of the longitude 55°48'58.32 "E.
Minimal Region Of Interest
A.9 Data requirements
Piton de la Fournaise is very active volcano. Even if no eruptive activity has been
registered since December 2010, the eastern flank is slowly shift eastward. We request
one monthly acquisition of each sensor for background monitoring (TerraSAR-X, CosmoSkymed and Radarsat-2). During a crisis as indicated by increased seismicity of GPSmeasured ground deformation, we request more frequent acquisitions in order to monitor
magma intrusion and/or following a lava flow (as frequent as the satellite systems allow).
Of particular value is Cosmo-Skymed with its repeat frequency of 1-8 days.
It is important to establish a direct communication channel between the POC and the
space agencies in order to assure that the acquisition frequency is increased at the first
signs of a new crisis.

A.10 Available resources
The Observatoire Volcanologique Piton de la Fournaise is a part of a great institute
(IPGP). The partnership with the Laboratoire Magma et Volcan, with the Laboratoire
Geosciences Réunion and ISTerre guarantees the quality of research here.
A.11 Additional comments
At La Réunion island was installed in 2012 a satellite acquisitions ground station for
(SEAS-OI), which is currently able to receive real-time RADARSAT2 images. It may be
possible to predict the reception of images under Supersite.

